Circular # 59:2014

15th October 2014

All Affiliates/ Members
(Please re-circulate)
AGITATIONAL PROGRAMME - PROPELLING THE MOVEMENT
MOVE AHEAD! RELENT NOT TILL THE GOAL IS ACHIEVED!!
We reproduce hereunder the text of All India Bank Officers’ Confederation Circular No.
69, dated 13th October, 2014.
QUOTE
Please refer to our Circular No. 2014/66 dated 09.10.2014, advising about the
Confederation’s action programme, over and above that of UFBU, as per the decision
of Emergency Executive Committee Meeting held on 8th October, 2014, at Delhi. Please
also refer to our Circular No. 2014/67 dated 11.10.2014, whereby we advised the
splendid success of ‘Black Badge wearing’ to mark our protest across the country. In
that Circular, we had requested to intensify our struggle by observing rally / Dharna /
demonstration at various centres apart from Jantar Mantar, New Delhi. We vigorously
followed up with all our Affiliates/ State Committees and members through various
means like SMSs, emails and Watsapp etc. for implementing the call of the
Organisation with full earnest.
We are extremely happy that call of the Confederation evoked unprecedented
response! Massive demonstration and rallies were reported from all over the country.
Reports from Mumbai, Thiruvananthapuram, Chennai, Ahmedabad, Jaipur, Patna,
Bhopal, Bangalore, Chandigarh, Pune, Nagpur, Lucknow and North East States along
with video clippings and pictures need volumes to describe the success of the
programme. Jantar Mantar in Delhi witnessed unparallel participation of more than
1500 Officers at the call of AIBOC alone, creating a new history! None of the
agitations held during the time immemorial witnessed such massive gathering at so
many centres, despite the joint calls of UFBU.
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However, many parts of Odisha State as well of AP state were ravaged due to havoc
played by the cyclone ‘Hudhud’ and therefore rallies could not be hold there. We
extend all our support to the Officers, Employees and the natives of the States in this
hour of crisis and pray to almighty for their safety as well as speedy restoration of
normalcy in these States.
Comrades, we have been able to build up a strong momentum so far but a lot more
is yet to be done. Let us leave no stone unturned to achieve our Goal of a decent
and early Salary Revision! Let us utilise all channels like media contacts, customer
relations and lobbying with Politicians for creating mass awareness towards the
neglect suffered by us at the hands of IBA and Govt., despite our positive
contribution for strengthening the National Economy. Comrades, when each and
every member of our Organisation gets committed to pursue the common cause
relentlessly, we shall surely win over the adamant and apathetic attitude of IBA and
the Government. We can just not let them hide behind the false shields of nonpaying capacity of the Banks for accepting our due demands. It is high time, we
need to expose their policy of protecting and non-willingness to expose the big
corporate who are willful defaulters and usurping the public money. We need to
highlight the plight of Bank Officers and Employees, who despite of being least paid
as compared to their counterparts in Govt. Departments, Public Sector Enterprises,
etc. are toiling hard for Nation building by participating relentlessly in all
programmes/schemes of national interest by neglecting their health, family and social
life.
The undersigned is utilizing all the fora available at IBA / Government/ Political
level. We appeal all our Affiliates / State Committees also to continue to put forth
best of their efforts in utilizing each forum and to make dynamic efforts to involve
the membership at large. Let it be our Mission to struggle relentlessly till our long
pending fair demands are met.
Comrades, the call of withdrawal of extra co-operation has also been welcomed by
entire membership and has been implemented across the country. Let us march on
with renewed vigour and strength and implement our programme along with the joint
action programme of UFBU. We are confident with our unique display of solidarity and
unity, justice will triumph again!!
Long Live our Unity!!!
UNQUOTE

With greetings,
(S.K. Bhattacharjee)
GENERAL SECRETARY

